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The Perfect Swim…  

Swim Spas by Hydropool 
are the perfect way to swim 
every day. Imagine never 
having to turn, touch or push 
off from any wall. Our swim 
current gives you the ability 
to focus on your stroke 
technique and enjoy the 
fluidity of the swim current 
adjusted to your personal 
swim level.

Our AquaFlow Swim Jet 
Design provides a wider, 
deeper, smoother current 
and our tank design has no 
hidden obstacles like steps 
or benches for your feet to 
hit in the swim lane - giving 
you a far superior swimming 
experience than any other 
swim spa available today.

“The Swim Spa by    
   Hydropool fit perfectly  
   into our small backyard  
   and has provided my  
   family with all the benefits    
   of a larger pool.”

      M. Zalewski,  
      Burlington, Ontario

The Perfect 
Family Getaway, 
All Year Round.
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The Perfect  
          Everyday Pool.

Ease of Ownership
Not only can you self-install a Hydropool Swim Spa 
indoors or out, the self-cleaning feature minimizes 
maintenance thus leaving you more time to get into 
the swim with family and friends. 

Energy Efficiency
The Swim Spa’s HydroWise Thermal Shield Technology with  
our energy-efficient components and our thick, energy conserving 
hardcover keeps operating costs to a minimum  
all year round. Being smaller than a conventional pool,  
our Swim Spas require less chemicals, less maintenance  
and less energy to heat and operate.

Flexibility and Practicality
Whether it’s an AquaSport or AquaTrainer, you will 
enjoy the best of all worlds for fun and fitness. Swim 
Spas are the pool you didn’t think you had room for 
or afford. Our products will exceed your expectations 
while providing the best possible solution for your 
needs.
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Industry Leading Guarantee
We stand behind the quality of our products 
with straight forward, no-nonsense protection. 
We offer an industry-leading guarantee on Swim 
Spas - Ask your retailer for details.
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The Perfect Time  
                       to Reflect.
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The AquaSport Swim Spa... fo r the Everyday Athlete.
This is the Ideal Universal Aquatic Gym.  
This unit has a generous streamlined swim tank area 
and flat ergonomically designed anti-slip floor that 
allows for a variety of fitness exercises.  
Plus you can create the perfect training environment 
through personalized water temperature settings. 
The intensity of your workout is controlled by the 
speed of your movements and the velocity of the 
current. Additionally, the swim spa is a safe and  
easy environment in which to teach kids how to swim.

1-HYDROCLEAN FILTRATION 
PUMP, 1-3HP EVEGREEN PUMP,
1-5HP AQUABOOST PUMP
     AquaBoost Pump produces up to 
      360 gallons / minute.
      2 1/2 inch and return.
      All pumps are Evergreen 
      Efficiency (30% less amperage 
      than a traditional pump*).

* Source: HydroGuide.

WIDE, DEEP AND EVEN 
FLOWING SWIM CHANNEL
    No protruding steps 
    or seats in swim area.
    Consistently smooth water.
    No back splash.
    Lines on floor.
    Reinforced sides.

2X CORE SWIM JETS, 
AND 1 BOUYANCY 
SWIM JET 
     3.5 MPH / 6.5 KPH 
    Flow Rate.
     Fun for the whole family.
     Great resistance for
     Aquatic Therapy.

AquaCore Swim Jet Design AquaBoost Pump DesignAquaChannel Shell Design
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The AquaTrainer Swim Spa... the Perfect Swim.

2011 Gold Medal  
Winner for Design  
and Innovation

1-HYDROCLEAN 
FILTRATION PUMP, 
1-3HP EVERGREEN 
PUMP, 2-AQUABOOST 
5 HP PUMPS,
      AquaBoost Pump produces 
       up to 360 gallons / minute.
      2 1/2 inch return.
      All pumps are Evergreen 
      Efficiency (30% less 
      amperage than a 
      traditional pump*).

* Source: HydroGuide

AQUAFLEX 
SWIM CURRENT
FOR ALL SWIM LEVELS
    Variable Speed
    0-7 MPH / 0-10 KPH 
    Flow rate.
    Great for 
    Rehabilitation.
    Complete Loop 
    Current Design.
    Interval Training.

AQUACHANNEL 
SHELL DESIGN
    No protruding steps 
    or seats in swim area.
    Consistently 
    smoother water.
    Stablization Jets.
    No back splash.
    Lines on floor.
    Reinforced sides.

2-WIDE STREAM AQUAFLOW JETS,
1-HIGH FLOW BUOYANCY JET
     Wider ,deeper, smoother 
     current than any other 
     system on the market.
     Turbulance-Free.
     Patented 3 stage flow 
     technology.
     Backlit to light the 
     swim current.
     Consistent Flow rate and 
     3 inch intake provides 
     increased flow rate.

Patented Swim Jet TechnologyMost Powerful Pumps Customizable Swim Current Widest Swim Channel
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IDEAL SWIM FLOW FOR THE 
SERIOUS ATHLETE OR JUST FOR 

THE PLEASURE OF A GOOD SWIM.
     Eliminates turning and provides a     

     true long distance swim.     
     Produces a current similar to a      

     50 minute Ironman pace.     
     No back flow to impede a smooth swim.    

     No “fire hydrant-like” air/water flow that     
     can force you out of the swim lane.    

MOST EFFECTIVE LOW-IMPACT 
EXERCISE THERE IS... 

     All the benefits of lap swimming.     
     Makes swim training convenient and fun.     

     Adds more upper body workout and body     
     tension to any cross-training regimens.     

     Tethers you from behind, which means no     
     lines to interfere with your kick or stroke.    

     Maintains your natural body position while     
     swimming freestyle, backstroke, butterfly,    

     or even the breaststroke.     
     Swim at your own pace or really cut lose      

     for a full workout.      

RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE BEST 
CROSS-TRAINING EXERCISES ONE 

CAN PERFORM...
     Reduced possibility of any injury to the body.     

     Builds lean muscles and a stronger heart,     
     improved body posture. It is ideal for     

cross training.     
    Good exercise during recovery periods     
    such as post-marathons or long racing     

    seasons.    
    Provides relief from running on the hard     
    surfaces and is excellent for shin splints,    

    tendonitis, knee and many other lower     
    leg ailments.    

GREAT FOR PLAY TIME...
    The perfect plunge pool in a compact space. 
    The swim spa design is a kid friendly 
     environment where the side of the spa is 
     always within reach. 
     The tank shape and depth allows for personal 
     training of any first time swimmer. 
     Provides flexibility for just the casual plunge and 
     entertainment of family or guests of all ages 
     and all swim levels. 
    

THERE IS EVEN MORE FUN TO BE HAD... 
    Turn off the current in the swim channel 
    and you have a splash pool.
    If you are a family with active kids, the adults 
    can relax comfortably in the seating end while 
     watching the kids splash and swim.
    Attach a harness to the new AquaPlay 
    Anchor and use a Boogie board.

RIGHT IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD.
    Our system uses elastic or hydraulic tension 
    to create the resistance (counter weight) 
    through training, this provides significant 
    functional benefits and improvement in overall 
    health and well-being. 
    Our system offers the versatility of resistance 
    band exercises that allows the athlete to mirror 
    very closely the movement patterns in their 
    sport providing less chance of any injury.

ROWING EXERCISE & 
BUILT-IN AQUATIC STEP MASTER...
     A combination of stainless steel oars and 
     rubber bands attached to swivel anchors 
     allowing you to do the rowing motion.
     This exercise uses all of your major muscle 
     groups and strengthens muscles in your legs, 
     back, abdomen, shoulders, and arms.
     The Step exercise is low impact, making it 
     easier on your joints. 
     Both exercise muscles in a continuous 
     rhythmic motion for control of body weight, 
      relieving depression and helping you sleep 
      better.
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IDEAL SWIM FLOW FOR THE 
SERIOUS ATHLETE OR JUST FOR 

THE PLEASURE OF A GOOD SWIM.
     Eliminates turning and provides a     

     true long distance swim.     
     Produces a current similar to a      

     50 minute Ironman pace.     
     No back flow to impede a smooth swim.    

     No “fire hydrant-like” air/water flow that     
     can force you out of the swim lane.    

MOST EFFECTIVE LOW-IMPACT 
EXERCISE THERE IS... 

     All the benefits of lap swimming.     
     Makes swim training convenient and fun.     

     Adds more upper body workout and body     
     tension to any cross-training regimens.     

     Tethers you from behind, which means no     
     lines to interfere with your kick or stroke.    

     Maintains your natural body position while     
     swimming freestyle, backstroke, butterfly,    

     or even the breaststroke.     
     Swim at your own pace or really cut lose      

     for a full workout.      

RECOGNIZED AS ONE OF THE BEST 
CROSS-TRAINING EXERCISES ONE 

CAN PERFORM...
     Reduced possibility of any injury to the body.     

     Builds lean muscles and a stronger heart,     
     improved body posture. It is ideal for     

cross training.     
    Good exercise during recovery periods     
    such as post-marathons or long racing     

    seasons.    
    Provides relief from running on the hard     
    surfaces and is excellent for shin splints,    

    tendonitis, knee and many other lower     
    leg ailments.    

GREAT FOR PLAY TIME...
    The perfect plunge pool in a compact space. 
    The swim spa design is a kid friendly 
     environment where the side of the spa is 
     always within reach. 
     The tank shape and depth allows for personal 
     training of any first time swimmer. 
     Provides flexibility for just the casual plunge and 
     entertainment of family or guests of all ages 
     and all swim levels. 
    

THERE IS EVEN MORE FUN TO BE HAD... 
    Turn off the current in the swim channel 
    and you have a splash pool.
    If you are a family with active kids, the adults 
    can relax comfortably in the seating end while 
     watching the kids splash and swim.
    Attach a harness to the new AquaPlay 
    Anchor and use a Boogie board.

RIGHT IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD.
    Our system uses elastic or hydraulic tension 
    to create the resistance (counter weight) 
    through training, this provides significant 
    functional benefits and improvement in overall 
    health and well-being. 
    Our system offers the versatility of resistance 
    band exercises that allows the athlete to mirror 
    very closely the movement patterns in their 
    sport providing less chance of any injury.

ROWING EXERCISE & 
BUILT-IN AQUATIC STEP MASTER...
     A combination of stainless steel oars and 
     rubber bands attached to swivel anchors 
     allowing you to do the rowing motion.
     This exercise uses all of your major muscle 
     groups and strengthens muscles in your legs, 
     back, abdomen, shoulders, and arms.
     The Step exercise is low impact, making it 
     easier on your joints. 
     Both exercise muscles in a continuous 
     rhythmic motion for control of body weight, 
      relieving depression and helping you sleep 
      better.

The Ultimate Backyard Aquatic Centre... 
                        for Fitness and Fun.  

Let your day at the backyard      
spa begin for the whole family.
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OPTIMIZED
HYDRAULICS

STATE-OF-THE-
ART PATENTS:

 SELF-CLEANING
SYSTEMTM

 IA PUMP BASE®

 DREAM SCENTS®

 HYDROWISE
SYSTEMTM

SAFETY STEPS
INSIDE THE

HOT TUB

10 YEAR
WORRY-FREE
STRUCTURAL
GUARANTEE

ERGONOMICALLY
DESIGNED SEATING

RECESSED 
JETTING

CONVENIENT
ICE BUCKET

HYDROFALL
PILLOWS
( fX only)

NORTHERN 
LIGHTS &
2 EXTRA LEDS

DREAM SCENTS
ON DEMAND

MULTI-LEVEL 
SEATING

OPTIMIZED
HYDRAULICS

STATE-OF-THE-
ART PATENTS:
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SYSTEMTM
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CONVENIENT
ICE BUCKET

HYDROFALL
PILLOWS
( fX only)

NORTHERN 
LIGHTS &
2 EXTRA LEDS

DREAM SCENTS
ON DEMAND

MULTI-LEVEL 
SEATING

Immerse Yourself...  
                         in Luxury.
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Designed With You in Mind.

Step Into Your Comfort Zone.

The Science Of  Your Massage.

Raising the Standards
in Design, Comfort and 
Massage. 
Hydropool Inc is one of the largest  
swim spa manufacturer’s in the 
world and is committed to building 
superior swim spas utilizing the 
latest technologies, with the latest 
environmental practices.  
Our research and development team  
is always striving to be the leading  
edge of innovation and design.

The Hydropool Wellness
Guide plays a critical  
role in stress relief and 
hydrotherapy. It is also
designed for short or 
long term therapy
programs, offering  
numerous beneficial 
programs such as relief from insomnia, 
pain & headache, detoxification and 
provides deep relaxation.                             
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CLEANS ACROSS 
THE FLOOR:
      No need to vacuum the swim spa.
     Watercare products are more 
     effectively circulated.
     Removes heavy contamination
     (such as dirt & grit).
             Filtration foot jet pushes debris 
             to the HydroClean Vacuum.

CLEANS ACROSS 
THE SURFACE:
     Removes floating debris, oils 
    and prevents larger debris from 
    clogging the pump and heater.
    Increases filtration. 
    Moves debris into the Pre Filter 
    and extends micro-filter cleaning 
    cycles.

OPTIMIZED 
SURFACE FILTRATION:
    The design of our seating and 
    the strategically placed jets create 
    a continuous flow of water pushing 
    all floating debris towards the high 
    flow skimmer.
    Boosts the efficiency of our self-
    cleaning system.

HydroClean Filtration Jets

High Flow Skimmer & Pre-filter

HydroClean Floor Vacuum

5

6

Self- Clean Light

Customize Your Watercare System
WORRY-FREE 
& CONVENIENT:
     Salt Water Technology.
     EZ Aquazure Mineral 
     Watercare System.
     EZ Watercare System.
     Automatic 
     Chemical 
     Feeder.

ALWAYS ON THE JOB:
     Worry-Free Indicator.
    Indicates the Self-Clean and 
    Eco Heat Exchange system 
    are both active.
    Reassures your family’s 
    safety and protection.
Only available on Swim Spas with cabinets.

Did you know...
With the Quick Drain System there is:
     No Sump pump needed.
     Pumps the swim spa water out at 
     distance or any grade.
     Saves time and the hassle 
     associated  with swim spa 
     maintenance.

CLEANS 100% OF THE 
WATER EVERY 40 MINUTES:
    New Dual Core Filter with Microban and 
    inner core for increased filtration.
    Results in extended cleaning cycles.
    Easy access while out of contact and 
    sight from bathers.
    No odor escapes during swim spa use.
    Introduction of optional Ozone which 
    dramatically reduces sanitizer usage.

    S
elf-C

lean Light,

  Dual Core Filter &

EZ Aquazure

Watercare System.

Hydropool’s Exclusive Self -Cleaning Technology.
The world’s easiest swim spa to maintain.  
The Self-Cleaning System cleanses 100% of the water every  
40 minutes, that’s an incredible 3 times in 2 hours!



Hydropool’s Exclusive 
HydroWise Thermal  
Shield Technology! Hydropool Swim Spas are 

engineered to be the most 
energy efficient swim spa in 
the world, providing 86˚F / 
30˚C for pennies a day.

www.hydropoolhottubs.com (18
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The Perfect Oasis.
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 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

14iX AquaSport 
 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

14iX AquaTrainer 
The AquaSport 14iX is a fiberglass 
reinforced acrylic one piece mini-
pool that provides you with the 
perfect universal aquatic gym with 
a generous swim tank area and flat 
anti-slip floor that allows for a variety 
of fitness exercises. 
Plus you can create the perfect 
training environment through 
personalized water temperature 
settings. The intensity of the work-
out is controlled by the velocity of 
your movements and the speed of 
the current.

The AquaTrainer 14iX is a quintessential 
universal aquatic gym with a gener-
ous swim tank area with a flat anti-slip 
floor that allows for a variety of fitness 
routines.   
The option packed swim tank features 
everything you need to strengthen, 
tone and shape your body through 
resistance training while you are  
suspended in buoyant weightlessness.  
You can swim stationary laps for a  
full-body workout, row to work the 
upper body and arms with our rowing 
system, run or jog underwater in place 
for a cardiovascular workout, or get a 
massage with the adjustable  
hydrotherapy jets.

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUASPORT 14iX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.07 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  43.64 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$49.00
   $22.13 

MONTHLY
COST:

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUATRAINER 14iX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.50 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  44.54 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$49.00
   $22.13 

MONTHLY
COST:



 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

14fX AquaSport 
 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

14fX AquaTrainer 
The AquaSport 14fX is a  
reinforced acrylic one piece mini 
pool that offers fantastic exercise 
benefits at affordable price, this 
swim spa has two core stream jets 
that deliver a smooth swim.

The AquaTrainer 14fX has the same 
shell as the AquaSport but has the 
improved swim jet performance of 
our two patented adjustable wide 
stream swim jets and one core 
stream jet that provide the best 
swimming experience in the industry.

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUASPORT 14fX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.07 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  43.64 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$47.12
   $21.27 

MONTHLY
COST:

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUATRAINER 14fX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.50 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  44.54 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$47.12
   $21.27 

MONTHLY
COST:
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 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

17fX AquaSport 
 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

17fX AquaTrainer 
The AquaSport 17fX has two multi hydro-
therapy massage seats making it a pool,  
hot tub and aquatic gym all-in-one. This 
swim spa is also a fiberglass reinforced 
acrylic one piece mini-pool that provides  
you more room to swim, jog, exercise or 
play than their 14 foot cousin. Remember 
this swim spa and all of our other swim  
spa models because they require  less 
space, cost less money and require less 
maintenance than a conventional pool.

The AquaTrainer 17fX also has two multi-
hydrotherapy massage seats making it a 
pool, hot tub and aquatic gym all-in-one. 
But has the added performance swim jet 
performance of our two patented  
adjustable wide stream swim jets and 
one core stream jet. This allows you to 
adjust the current from a gentle front 
crawl to a 1:02 min. hundred meter swim 
pace, a challenge for even a competitive 
swimmer.

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUASPORT 17fX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.07 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  43.64 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$58.60
   $26.46

MONTHLY
COST:

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUATRAINER 17fX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.50 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  44.54 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$58.60
   $26.46

MONTHLY
COST:
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 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

19fX AquaSport 
 Hydropool Self-Cleaning

19fX AquaTrainer 
The AquaSport 19fX has four full 
body massage hydrotherapy seats 
with dual zones that deliver the 
flexibility, fun and benefits for the 
whole family.  This swim spa is 
also a fiberglass reinforced acrylic 
one piece mini-pool that provides 
you the ultimate room to swim, 
jog, exercise or just play with the 
entire family. The one thing we 
can’t mention enough of is that this 
model and all of our swim spas 
come with our exclusive self-
cleaning system, you won’t find 
another swim spa like ours anywhere.

The Self-Cleaning 19fX AquaTrainer is  
a mini-pool with dual zones that deliver
the most flexibility, fun and benefits for 
the whole family. 
 This swim spa has all the exercise  
features of the iX and more, with  
variable resistant swim current, thigh / 
abductor jets for lower body massage 
and resistance exercises along with 
four full body massage hydrotherapy 
seats plus two featured waterfall neck 
pillows. 
The AquaTrainer 19fX is the ultimate 
family pool, hot tub and aquatic all-
in-one gym providing a great training 
center for the individual athlete who 
still wants to have fun with their family.

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUASPORT 19fX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.50 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  44.54 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$60.88
   $27.49 

MONTHLY
COST:

This swim spa meets or exceeds the energy 
efficiency standards defined by the California
Energy Commission.

SELF-CLEAN AQUATRAINER 19fX  
AMBIENT OUTDOOR
TEMPERATURE:

N. American Wattage / 100 Gallons: 15.50 W Europe Wattage / Cubic Metres:  44.54 W

LOW: 45˚ F / 7˚ C

HIGH: 75˚ F / 24˚ C

$60.88
   $27.49 

MONTHLY
COST:
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Self-Cleaning Swim Spa  

14fX AquaSport / 
          AquaTrainer

Self-Cleaning Swim Spa  

17fX AquaSport / 
        AquaTrainer

Self-Cleaning Swim Spa  

14iX AquaSport / 
         AquaTrainer

Self-Cleaning Swim Spa  

19fX AquaSport / 
         AquaTrainer

Specifications:
Series                                                    Sport          Trainer 

Freeze Protection                                          Yes                 Yes
Self Clean Mode                                      Yes                 Yes
HydroClean Floor Vacuum                        Yes                Yes
Dual Core Pressurized Filter                    Yes                 Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles               Yes                 Yes
High Flow Corestream Swim Jets            X2                   X1
Patented Wide Stream  
AquaFlow Swim Jets                               N/A                  X2
Total Therapy Jets                                          14                  16
Adjustable Thigh Jets                               N/A                  2
Double Fountain HydroFalls                          N/A                Yes
Underwater LED Safety Lighting                    Yes                Yes
2 Extra LED’s Northern Lights                 Opt              Opt
1/6hp HydroClean Filtration Pump, Evergreen & AquaBoost Pump         
North American 60Hz / International 50Hz    3&5hp 4&2x5hp
EZ-Ultra Pure Ozone System                    Opt              Opt
Aquacord Swim Thether                           Yes                Yes
Rowing Kit                                                Opt              Opt
AquaFlex Current Control                          N/A              Opt
DreamScents on Demand                       Opt             Opt

Specifications:
Series                                                    Sport          Trainer 

Freeze Protection                                          Yes                 Yes
Self Clean Mode                                      Yes                 Yes
HydroClean Floor Vacuum                        Yes                Yes
Dual Core Pressurized Filter                    Yes                 Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles               Yes                 Yes
High Flow Corestream Swim Jets            X2                   X1
Patented Wide Stream  
AquaFlow Swim Jets                               N/A                  X2
Total Therapy Jets                                          14                  16
Adjustable Thigh Jets                               N/A                  2
Double Fountain HydroFalls                          N/A                Yes
Underwater LED Safety Lighting                    Yes                Yes
2 Extra LED’s Northern Lights                 Opt              Opt
1/6hp HydroClean Filtration Pump, Evergreen & AquaBoost Pump         
North American 60Hz / International 50Hz    3&5hp 4&2x5hp
EZ-Ultra Pure Ozone System                    Opt              Opt
Aquacord Swim Thether                           Yes                Yes
Rowing Kit                                                Opt              Opt
AquaFlex Current Control                          N/A              Opt
DreamScents on Demand                       Opt             Opt

Specifications:
Series                                                    Sport          Trainer 

Freeze Protection                                          Yes                 Yes
Self Clean Mode                                      Yes                 Yes
HydroClean Floor Vacuum                        Yes                Yes
Dual Core Pressurized Filter                    Yes                 Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles               Yes                 Yes
High Flow Corestream Swim Jets            X2                   X1
Patented Wide Stream  
AquaFlow Swim Jets                               N/A                  X2
Total Therapy Jets                                             9                    8
Adjustable Thigh Jets                               N/A                  2
Double Fountain HydroFalls                          N/A                Yes
Underwater LED Safety Lighting                    Yes                Yes
2 Extra LED’s Northern Lights                 Opt              Opt
1/6hp HydroClean Filtration Pump, Evergreen & AquaBoost Pump         
North American 60Hz / International 50Hz    3&5hp 4&2x5hp
EZ-Ultra Pure Ozone System                   Opt              Opt
Aquacord Swim Thether                           Yes                Yes
Rowing Kit                                                Opt              Opt
AquaFlex Current Control                          N/A              Opt
DreamScents on Demand                       Opt             Opt

Specifications:
Series                                                    Sport          Trainer 

Freeze Protection                                          Yes                 Yes
Self Clean Mode                                      Yes                 Yes
HydroClean Floor Vacuum                       Yes                Yes
Dual Core Pressurized Filter                    Yes                 Yes
Programmable Filtration Cycles               Yes                 Yes
High Flow Corestream Swim Jets            X2                   X1
Patented Wide Stream  
AquaFlow Swim Jets                               N/A                  X2
Total Therapy Jets                                           19                  24
Adjustable Thigh Jets                               N/A                  2
Double Fountain HydroFalls                          N/A                Yes
Underwater LED Safety Lighting                    Yes                Yes
2 Extra LED’s Northern Lights                 Opt              Opt
1/6hp HydroClean Filtration Pump, Evergreen & AquaBoost Pump         
North American 60Hz / International 50Hz    3&5hp 4&2x5hp
EZ-Ultra Pure Ozone System                    Opt              Opt
Aquacord Swim Thether                           Yes                Yes
Rowing Kit                                                Opt              Opt
AquaFlex Current Control                          N/A              Opt
DreamScents on Demand                       Opt             Opt

Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Swim Spas... at a Glance.
Find the perfect one for you and your family...

The  
Perfect  
Pool.

The  
Perfect  
Swim.
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AquaFitness Options
Aqua-Rowing Kit
Is a combination of stainless steel oars and rubber bands attach to swivel 
anchors allowing you to do the full rowing motion.  This is an excellent upper 
body and abdominal workout.

Fitness Package 
The addition of this fitness package turns any swim spa into a Aquatic Universal 
Gym. The resistance bands add another dimension to your workout and can 
be used anywhere in your swim spa within the exercise or swim tank area. 
The resistance bands create a full range of motion helping promote muscular 
development.

24”/48” Wall Mounted Exercise Bars
These can be mounted within the interior of the swim spa and is intended to 
act as a stablizing bar for stretching and various other activities. Alternately, 
the Wall mount Exercise Bar can be installed on nearby walls for safety pur-
poses as well.

Cover Options
Insulating Safety Hard Cover 
This hard cover option is made 
from durable marine grade vinyl, when 
installed in the closed position it 
completely seals the top of the swim 
spa for improved energy efficiency. 
Locks are included for securing the 
cover and keeps curious children and 
pets out for improved safety 
and security.

Float Cover with Tie Downs 
Keeping your swim spa warm 
and ready for spontaneous usage 
while conserving energy and staying 
secure to prevent unwanted debris 
from entering your swim spa. 

Audio and Visual Options HydroSurround Sound System
Swim Spa’s Surround Sound includes a waterproof AM / FM / MP3 / USB Player  
with an iPOD / MP3 input for downloadable music storage. Proprietary circuits  
automatically prevent distortion at high volumes. With 180 watts total power,  
a custom EQ optimizes sound and automatically adjusts the various frequencies. 
Also includes a powerful 100W amplifier, 2 marine grade premium 3-way pop-up 
HydroSurround Sound speakers and a powerful sub woofer with a convenient 
docking station for any type of MP3 Player.

Installation Option
Backfillable Frame
This is the ideal solution for in ground 
installations and it includes Hydropool’s  
Galvanized steel support framing with 
two 30” access vaults at each end.  
Panel walls sold separately.

*Swim Spa shell and cabinet colors may not    
  be exactly as shown due to printing.

Personalize Your Hydropool Self-Cleaning Swim Spa with these

Great Options and Upgrades.

Shell Options
Standard Acrylic Colors*
Your Hydropool Self-Cleaning 
Swim Spa is available in these 
colors.

Alpine Mist

Silver Marble

Quartz Mist

Espresso

Cedar

Driftwood Desert

Cabinet Options
Premium Everlast Cabinetry with Removable Panels 
Hydropool Self-Cleaning Swim Spas are available with our 
maintenance-free Everlast cabinetry. This premium quality 
cabinetry is installed onto a sturdy galvanized steel sub-
structure for the ultimate in durability and is embossed  
for the most realistic look possible. In the unlikely event 
that you require access to the hot tub plumbing or equipment,  
all panels are removable for easy service 
access. Choose from these finishes...
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* May not be exactly as  
   shown and Smart Phone    
   not included. Only avail-  
   able in North America.

Personalize Your Hydropool  
Self-Cleaning Swim Spa With These Great  
Options and Upgrades...

Lighting Options  
Northern Lights
 This upgrade to LED lights    
offers strategically placed        
lighting that illuminate all of 
the top mounted control 
valves.  They are brilliantly 
colored  and  sequence 
through a range of colors 
when turned on or be  
locked on to one preferred  
color.  These lights are also   
complemented by LED  
lights that illuminate the 
waterfall jet(s) discreetly 
from behind.

Aromatherapy 
Options 
Dream Scents on  
Demand
As part of your total sensory 
swim spa experience, our 
state-of-the-art technology  
provides you the chance to 
change the mood  or  
enhance your swim spa  
experience at the  push of  

a button. It injects just the right amount of aroma- 
therapy Essential Oils into your Self-Cleaning Swim Spa.  
The Essential Oils are available in a wide variety of  
pleasing and stimulating scents.

Step Options
 Four Tier Universal Step 
Hydropool’s optional four tier 
Universal step makes enter-
ing and exiting your swim spa 
safe and easy. These steps are 
available in matching Natural 
Cedar,   Driftwood or Espresso 
color finishes.

Three Tier Cedar Step
Hydropool’s optional three  
cedar tier step easy access 
your swim spa that is safe 
and easy.  This step is made 
from our premium quality 
furniture grade clear cedar.

40, 50 Or 60 amp GFCI
With Sub-Panel Box* 
For your convenience  
a GFCI breaker can be  
conveniently installed into 
the included custom sub 
panel. 

I Command App*  
The Smart Phone App that 
is designed as a wireless 
hot tub control which allows
you to pick the water care  
settings that fits your schedule, 
adjust filtration and tempera-
ture settings and create the 
ideal swim spa experience 
from inside your home. 

Auxiliary Heater  
By-Pass Loop 
When your installation calls 
for an auxiliary heater, our 
swim spas can be built with 
special plumbing that will 
easily and reliably allow for 
addition of the heater.  
(Includes all of the required plumbing 
and a check valve for performance 
and safety)

Industry Leading  
Guarantee
Hydropool Swim Spas are 
built to stand the test of 
time and offer an Industry 
Leading Guarantee pack-
age. For details on cover-
age inquire with your local 
Hydropool Retailer.

Other Popular Options 
EZ Ultra Pure Salt Water  
Bromine System
Provides unsurpassed ease and      
convenience in swim spa water    
sanitation. The system results  
in automatic crystal clean  
water and reduces the  
amount of work required to  
maintain your swim spa making  
the world’s easiest swim spa to  
maintain just that much easier.  

EZ Ultra Pure Ozone System
When mixed with water ozone is a  
highly effective oxidizer that assists 
in removing unwanted contaminants  
from the swim spa water.

Hydrotherapy Options  
Hydro-Flex Air Therapy
Every Variable Speed Air Therapy 
System is designed to offer you a 
 privilaged moment where up to  
10,000 perfectly aimed air bubbles  
apply ideal pressure to provide you  
with an encompassing therapeutic  
massage.

Double Fountain HydroFalls
This option comes with two laminar  
jets positioned to cascade into the  
swim spa when the jets are on.  
This feature is a great entertainment  
option especially at night with the  
backlit stream.

Premium HydroFall Pillows
(available on the 19fX only)
The adjustable “Waterfall Jet” helps  
release the body’s natural endorphins 
that act as a natural pain killer and help  
to relieve stress headaches and pain.

Upgraded
Hydrotherapy Package
(available on the 19fX only)
Upgrade your hydrotherapy experience  
in your 19fX AquaTrainer or AquaSport  
with the addition of 8 jets, doubling the  
jet count in each seat. 

AquaFlex System
(available on the AquaTrainers only)
This system allows the swimmer to  
vary the flow of water and adjust the  
swim intensity of the jets.
  Allows quick adjustment to level of  
 fitness the swimmer is accustomed to  
from Novice to Triathlete.
This option has keypads near the  
swim end so that they can easily  
adjust their swim without having to  
go back to the main keypad area. 
Eliminates the need for manual diverters.



The EXCLUSIVE  
HydroWise Insulation 

System provides energy  
efficient heating
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Hydropool’s Evergreen Commitment allows our customers to rest comfortably knowing they are 
enjoying a premium hot tub or swim spa experience that will enhance the environment as well as 
their lives for years to come. 

The World’s First Carbon Neutral Hot Tubs and Swim Spas  Hydropool is committed to minimizing and neutralizing the 
carbon emissions from our manufacturing processes. Our lean manufacturing initiatives are constantly reducing 
the size of our carbon footprint. Our Tree Planting Program ensures that we support environmental projects that 
neutralize the carbon emissions in our manufacturing processes. 

The World’s First C.E.C. Approved Hot Tub and Swim Spa Manufacturer Hydropool is committed to be on the leading edge 
of developing energy efficient technologies. Our unique Self-Cleaning, and HydroWise Thermal Shield Systems 
enable us to meet the rigorous energy efficiency standards of the California Energy Commission (C.E.C.)

The Hydropool Evergreen Commitment  
Enhances Your Life In More Ways Than Ever.

Lean manufacturing 
reduces costs to fund

carbon offsetting

Our reduce, reuse 
and recycle programs 

minimize waste

We use paper from
well managed forests
and other controlled

sources

Everlast Cabinetry
is 100% recyclable

The Self-Cleaning  
System provides energy  

efficient water  
filtration

Environmentally Responsible Printing Hydropool is committed to supporting responsibly managed forests in order to 
protect wildlife habitats, to ensure clean water and to keep our forests healthy for generations to come. Therefore, 
all of our corporately produced posters and brochures are printed by companies certified by the Forest Stewardship 
Council (FSC) on FSC approved paper.

Reduce, Reuse, Recycle Hydropool is committed to reducing the waste that we send to landfills. In addition to Lean 
Manufacturing initiatives which reduce and/or reuse waste materials we are also engaged in a corporate wide 
recycling program. Even the Everlast Cabinetry on our hot tubs and swim spas are recyclable.

* Only available in  
   North America.

Hydropool’s   
EZ Ultra Pure Salt 
Water Bromine 
System*

Hydropool’s  
Water Management  
Systems

Provides unsurpassed ease and convenience  
in swim spa water sanitation. The system  
results in automatic crystal clean water allowing  
your filter and water balancing products to do  
their job without adding chlorine or bromine. The Salt 
Water Bromine System reduces the amount of work 
required to maintain your swim spa making the world’s 
easiest swim spa to maintain just that much easier.

EZaquazure Watercare System
This system keeps water levels balanced with no 
daily measuring and adjustments and everything  
you need is in one box. Dermatologist tested and 
approved. This system reduces the amount of harsh 
chemicals and eliminates heavy odors.
Prolongs the life of your hot tub equipment and  
reduces scale build-up in plumbing lines. This is a 
patented environmentally friendly formula. 
Second Nature Watercare System
Hydropool and its Retailer’s are swim spa  
water care specialists and the Second  
Nature EZ line of products are specially  
designed to work together for simple  
and easy application. These products are
test proven over many years and provide  
clear, clean and safe water  
for all your swim  
spa enjoyment. 



 Hydropool  The Company Behind Every Swim Spa.
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NUMBER ONE CHOICE OF 
PROFESSIONAL SPORTS TEAMS 
WORLDWIDE.
Including teams such as:
     The Toronto Maple Leafs and 
    New York Rangers of the NHL.
     The Toronto Raptors and 
    New York Knicks of the NBA.

another

 Hydropool originated in 1980 and has become one of the  

largest swim spa and hot tub retailers and manufacturers  

in the world. Whether it’s our products, knowledgeable 

advice, or after sales service and support, our team  

 must give our customers not just great service  

 but ... the best experience in the swim spa industry.



Hydropool Inc.:
Tel: +1.905.565.6810
Toll Free: 1.800.465.2933 
                  (North America Only)
Fax: +1.905.565.6820
Email: info@hydropoolhottubs.com

www.hydropoolhottubs.com

The  per fec t  Poo l .  The  per fec t  Swim.

HYDROPOOL

Self-Cleaning Swim Spas

your authorized Hydropool Retailer is:


